In order to analyse the different kinds of global urbanization and to explore the challenge beneath it, the author describes the three phases of City History. The first city grew from the farming surplus and their destiny was tied to the farming economy. The rise of the capitalism in 16th century call for a new era. The City became mainly places of market trade. The industrial revolution was the third milestone, which we are just leaving now entering in the globalization. The author lists the five urban shapes: the slum, the megapolis, the world-sized city, the gated community, and the small and medium city. He also notices the existence of diffusing urban base on each continent. The challenges are numerous and highly tangled. The author suggests to combine the four main questions that every human being asks themselves about, the social question, the urban question, the knowledge question and the environmental question. I then conclude by opening a few leads for an ecological urbanization on various scales.
of farm produce to be sold. An unprecedented social organisation ensued, whereby trade flourished at crossroads or on river and sea routes, based on an increasingly complex social and technical division of labour. The city materialised as a set of buildings and the heart of military, religious and economic power, where these routes intersected.
There has been much debate about the elements that together define the term 'city': fortifications, craftsmen, high population density, a grid pattern or radioconcentric layout, roads, etc. In fact, it seems that Egyptian 'cities' had no fortifications, while the word for 'city' in Chinese, Greek or Russian for example, also means 'citadel', 'great wall' or 'fort'. Similarly, some of these cities had strong traditions of craftsmanship, present and active, while others settled for travelling merchants who provided goods made elsewhere. One thing seems certain that the 'city' has never existed on its own. It is therefore necessary to view the 'urban phenomenon' not in the singular but in the plural, and to talk about networks of 'cities' with specific temporalities, and structures that are typical of their surrounding rural hinterland. In other words, the common denominator of this urbanisation process is the formation of urban units with defining features that organise themselves differently and develop on their own terms.
No two cities have the same history. However, the first cities can be dated to approximately 10,000 years old, which in view of our planet's timeline, as well as the various animal and plant species, constitutes a rather short history:
Jericho (around 7800 BC), Catal Hüyük (-6000), Egypt (-2600), Harappa (-2000) , China (-1500), black Africa (-300), Mexico's Olmecs (-800), etc. Therefore, for a long period of time, Earth was chiefly populated by nomads who coexisted knowingly or not with semi-nomads and settlers, of whom only a tiny fraction resided in cities... The population of these cities varied widely and usually numbered two to three thousand souls. Only a handful of cities were densely populated: Babylon, at its peak (-1730/-1690) In sum, the first phase is the creation of cities sustained by agricultural surplus. The second phase corresponds to the globalisation of capitalism and of trade cities connected to the transcontinental network. The third one begins with industrialisation and supports the expansion of the modern world, which bears witness to the process of urbanisation across continents primarily in industrial countries and then in the third world, with or without industrialisation and the scheduled and irreversible fading out of peasantry at varying speed according to regions. This latest form of urbanisation is paired with a multiplication of millionaire cities (11 in 1900, 80 in 1950, 276 in 1990, 370 in 2000, and presumably 550 in 2015) and the emergence of gigantic megalopolises in excess of ten million inhabitants (2 in 1950 and 18 in 2000) . 1) This third phase also brings a shift from the city to the urban. In effect, historical cities spill out of their administrative borders and scatter into sprawling urban developments. The quest for a residential lifestyle, the quality of road systems, new temporalities of urban daily life and the difficulties in finding affordable accommodation in the city centre have paved the way for urban spreading; an uncontrollable jungle of concrete and greenery. Admittedly, some cities still exist and we all know and appreciate them as well as some suburban towns, but they are overwhelmed by the urban, this 'something' that took shape after both a city era and the city area, what Italians call città diffusa and Germans Zwischenstadt. Therefore, periurban development is history; this notion is now obsolete as the centre is no longer central and periphery no longer encircles but is encircled.
The urban varies according to the history of different urbanisation processes:
here it eats into the landscape, blends into the forest, mirrors the meandering of the river and there it latches onto collective equipment or a shopping centre or even a motorway hub. Here it drapes the territory in a thousand folds, and there it lands like a chequered tablecloth on a bistro (Armand Colin, 1967 -1979 .
simply the spatial form of urbanisation, it also puts into question the political representation produced by city-dwellers that are geographically scattered, as well as the self-identity of a fragmented place, sometimes dominated by one city with a powerful footprint. It also results from time management, related to the transformation of lifestyles, and changes impacting family and labour.
Five Forms of Urbanisation and Five Questions
Although our planet is now fully urbanised, the shape this takes varies widely. One may categorise five main forms of human establishments: the slum, the megacity, the global city, the residential enclave, and the medium or intermediate city. Let us stop for a moment in each of them. Since fifty per cent of people living in the city are slum-dwellers, it is impossible to ignore them, particularly as they sometimes shape a culture that is specific to them.
Squats, illegal occupation of land, precarious and uncomfortable constructions, hovels far from technical networks or access roads to the big city: slums shelter new migrants who come to 'make it' in the city. There, they find entire 'countries' which introduce them to city life and help them find jobs within the incredible informal economy.
Slums are not a new phenomenon. It is fundamental to study them geologically, as each 'layer' corresponds to a particular migration, and countless endeavours to bail oneself out. Usually the oldest shacks are the sturdiest. Year after year, their 'owners' equip and embellish them. 'Global cities' lead to a denationalisation of production and wealth distribution; a denationalisation moving beyond the framework of the nation-state. 'Global cities' are more attuned to the globalisation of capitalisation than the ambitions and strategies of their nation-state, from which they dissociate themselves. This is a slowly emerging trend that will soon establish itself and seep into the The current gated communities are a legitimate legacy of residential enclaves. Be they individual homes concealed in a country-style environment or luxurious apartments and downtown condominiums, what matters is the careful selection of its dwellers and the enhanced high-security provided by these ensembles. In these 'supervised residencies', the club effect is paramount: these are people sharing the same status, the same culture, willingly abiding by the same rules.
There is a particularly wide range of gated communities to suit all budgets and for all community-and identity-based 'idiosyncrasies'. In Los Angeles, some only welcome the Asian community, in Suncity, close to Phoenix, inhabitants must be over fifty-five. Liberalism allows this diversity in the knowledge that all residents will get their money's worth. Healthcare, paramedic care, boutiques, sports facilities, quality of accommodation, pool size, etc. ultimately depend on purchase price. Broadly, five prerequisites meet the many challenges posed by urbanisation:
'good' land occupation, given the expansion of urban areas and the reduction nineteenth century to the present day but have cumulated each other instead of succeeding one another over time. This clearly illustrates their impact. They appear with more or less intensity here and there, but on a planetary scale, though they first came into existence in the Western and industrialised world.
They require a mix of local solutions and universal contributions, which shows how intricate it is to formulate and implement them. The balance between these four issues varies according to situations and no case resembles another, Of course, the analyses and suggestions put forward by the authors and practitioners of these movements diverge on many levels and it seems absurd to pigeonhole them in the same category, e.g. 'urban growth objectors', particularly in 'third world' countries (even though this term is endangered), where innovations are often linked to a rigorously defined social movement the fight to upgrade a slum or to claim property rights a non-governmental organisation experimenting with a constructive process, the action of a charismatic leader. 3) This all the more so since it is necessary to reflect on various solutions given the plurality of the five forms of urbanisation operating across the world. Each of these urban 'geotypes' through the activities they harbour, the populations they bring together, the power and counter-powers they engender will not start de-growing under the same circumstances or within the same timeframe. It would be futile to elaborate a charter of the 'happy city' that is nondescript, a charter based on a set of universally valid, overarching principles that would guide the reconfiguration and transformation of current urban aggregates. Any urbanistic intervention can only be unique as it is custom-made, unlike the architectural and urban standardisation induced and sustained by the globalisation of legal and administrative procedures, the construction industry, major architecture agencies, accounting firms and 'models' disseminated by specialised journals.
To counter these powerful, seemingly-irreversible processes of homogenisation, I
would like to suggest three paths to ecological urbanism, which will steer ongoing urbanisation and correct 'urbanistic errors' resting upon a productivist and consumerist economy in which oil is the driving force. I will take the liberty to put forward the following: chronotopic urbanism, sensory urbanism and participatory urbanism: the need to look after places depending on their temporal use and seasonal rhythms (day is not night, Monday is not Tuesday, summer is not winter...); the prioritisation of an architecture, landscape and urbanism, which afford the five senses and four elements in the West or five in the East, the greatest respect and the most delightful combinations; lastly, involvement of inhabitants in design and completion, by creating the conditions for a form of participation that is not consensual but responsible. Additionally, 
